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1 General Remarks

Most of the time in 2015 I spent on testing some LP algorithms, especially
interfaces to LPSolve, CLP by Forrest, de la Nuez, & Lougee-Helmer (2014),
and the LPasL1 algorithm by Madsen, Nielsen, & Pinar (1996). Unfortunately,
I was not able to solve a serious problem with the convergence of LPasL1.
Much more satisfying was my work on interfacing the SVM regression algorithm
by Bi, Bennett, Embrechts, Breneman, & Song (2002) for variable selection with
the CLP algorithm.
The last three months in 2015 I spent on including structures to the data types
of the CMAT language. From my point of view that feature is completing the
grammar of the CMAT language and maybe aside from new functions, only some
language components for KDTrees and some more preprocessor commands (like
#define) must be added.
Together with the work on data structs, the processing of data lists was tested
and found that the code had some bugs especially where data lists where in-
volved in user specified functions. Hopefully, this is running now.

1.1 New Functions

rccount() counts the number of entries that match a specified value. The
syntax is similar to the replace() function.

sound() plays a beep of a specific frequency and duration.

1.2 Fixed Bugs
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2 Modifications of Features

3 Extensions to the Language

3.1 Extending Data Types to Structs

With that extension CMAT can now deal with the following data types:

• scalars of different data types like

– (long) integer

– (double) real

– (double) complex

– string (of integer length)

• vectors and matrices with entries of all data types

• tensors (more than 2-dimensional arrays)

• lists which are one-dimensional arrays, where each entry can be scalar,
vector, tensor, list, or struct

• structs where each entry can be scalar, vector, tensor, list, or struct

• KDTrees (used only internally)

The difference between lists and structs is that the entries of a list are accessed
by an index, where the entries of the struct are accessed by compound names
like struct name.entry name
You may use the struct keyword to specify a data structure. Here we assign a
scalar b as an entry of struct a:

struct a;
a.b = 5;
print "[1] Struct a=", a;

[1] Struct a=

**************************
Structure a with 1 Entries
**************************

Struct a Entry[1]=a.b: 5

This is how we access the entry b of struct a:
b = a.b;
print "Entry b=",b;
a.b *= 2.;
print "Struct Entry 2 * a.b=",a.b;

Entry b= 5
Struct Entry 2 * a.b= 10.000

Make matrix c to another entry of struct a:
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c = [ 2. 1.,
1. 2.];

a.c = c;
print "[2] Struct a=", a;

[2] Struct a=
[1] Struct a with 2 Entries
***************************

Struct a Entry[1]=a.c:
**********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.c

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 2.0000000
2 | 1.0000000 2.0000000

Struct a Entry[2]=a.b: 10.0000000

After assigning struct d to an entry, the struct a now has three entries:
struct d;
d.ent = [ 1 2 3 ];
a.d = d;
print "[3] Struct a=", a;
lstmem(1);
lststk(1);

[3] Struct a=
[2] Struct a with 3 Entries
***************************

[1] Struct a.d with 1 Entries
*****************************

Struct a.d Entry[1]=a.d.ent:
****************************

Dense Row Vector d.ent

R | 1 2 3
1 2 3

Struct a Entry[2]=a.c:
**********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.c

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 2.0000000
2 | 1.0000000 2.0000000

Struct a Entry[3]=a.b: 10.0000000

Here we assign a vector a.d.f as a second entry of substruct a.d:
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a.d.f = [ 3 2 1 ];
print "[4] Struct a=", a;

[4] Struct a=
[3] Struct a with 3 Entries
***************************

[1] Struct a.d with 2 Entries
*****************************

Struct a.d Entry[1]=a.d.f:
**************************

Dense Row Vector a.d.f

R | 1 2 3
3 2 1

Struct a.d Entry[2]=a.d.ent:
****************************

Dense Row Vector d.ent

R | 1 2 3
1 2 3

Struct a Entry[2]=a.c:
**********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.c

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 2.0000000
2 | 1.0000000 2.0000000

Struct a Entry[3]=a.b: 10.0000000
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print "[5] Struct a=", a; [5] Struct a=
[3] Struct a with 4 Entries
***************************

[1] Struct a.d with 2 Entries
*****************************

Struct a.d Entry[1]=a.d.f:
**************************

Dense Row Vector a.d.f

R | 1 2 3
3 2 1

Struct a.d Entry[2]=a.d.ent:
****************************

Dense Row Vector d.ent

R | 1 2 3
1 2 3

Struct a Entry[2]=a.cb:
***********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.cb

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 20.000000
2 | 10.000000 20.000000

Struct a Entry[3]=a.c:
**********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.c

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 2.0000000
2 | 1.0000000 2.0000000

Struct a Entry[4]=a.b: 10.00000006



The following show operations with struct entries:
cb = a.c * a.b;
print "cb", cb;
a.cb = a.c * a.b;
print "Entry a.cb=", a.cb;

cb
S | 1 2

------------------------
1 | 20.000
2 | 10.0000 20.000

Entry a.cb=
S | 1 2

------------------------
1 | 20.000
2 | 10.0000 20.000

free a.d;
print "a after freeing a.d=", a;

a after freeing a.d=
[4] Struct a with 3 Entries
***************************

Struct a Entry[1]=a.cb:
***********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.cb

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 20.000000
2 | 10.000000 20.000000

Struct a Entry[2]=a.c:
**********************

Dense Symmetric Matrix a.c

S | 1 2
--------------------------
1 | 2.0000000
2 | 1.0000000 2.0000000

Struct a Entry[3]=a.b: 10.0000000

Lists and structs can be members of lists and structs:
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struct str1;
list lst1;

str1.a = -15; str1.b = 27;
lst1[1] = str1.a; lst1[2] = str1.b;
lst1[1] += lst1[1]; lst1[2] += lst1[2];
print "List1=", lst1;

List1=

**************************
lst1 (List with 2 Entries)
**************************

lst1[1]: -30
lst1[2]: 54

struct str1;
list lst1;

lst1[1] = [ 1 2 3 ]; lst1[2] = [ 3 2 1 ];
str1.a = lst1[1]; str1.b = lst1[2];
print "Struct1=", str1;

Struct1=

**************************
Struct str1 with 2 Entries
**************************

Struct str1 Entry[1]=str1.b:
****************************

Dense Row Vector str1.b

R | 1 2 3
3 2 1

Struct str1 Entry[2]=str1.a:
****************************

Dense Row Vector str1.a

R | 1 2 3
1 2 3

Struct names can be arguments of user specified functions:
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print " User Function with struct argument";
function tff2(str1) {

a = str1.a; b = str1.b;
k = (a < b) ? -a : -b;
a = a + b;
return(k);

}

struct str1;
str1.a = -15; str1.b = 27;

c = tff2(str1);
print " This should be 15: ",c;

This should be 15: 15

Struct names can be returned by user specified functions:
print "User Function returns with Struct";
function tff4(a,b) {

struct str;
k = (a < b) ? -a : -b;
a = a + b;
str.k = k; str.a = a; str.b = b;
return(str);

}

str = tff4(-15,27);
lstvar(1);
lstmem(1);
print "Struct result=", str;
print " This should be 15: ",str.k;

This should be 15: 15
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4 Extensions to Various Functions

4.1 Extensions of rank() Function

Until recently, the rank of a matrix A was computed using the singular value de-
composition of that matrix. This was a time consuming task, especially for very
large and maybe very sparse matrices. For matrices, which have one very large
and another very small dimension, i.e. for max(nrow, ncol) � min(nrow, ncol),
a QR decomposition designed especially for large sparse matrices was added as
a method for estimating the rank of a matrix. The new method needs only
memory of size min(nrow, ncol) × min(nrow, ncol).
Here is the new document for the rank() function:
r = rank(a<,sopt<,tol>>) sopt=”svd”|”qrd”

Purpose: Returns an estimate of the rank r of a real or complex m×n matrix
A. The second input argument specifies the method of computation:

”svd” Even there are now sparse svd methods available in CMAT (see
function svdtrip()), this method is useful only for small to medium
sized (and commonly dense) matrices.

”qrd” A QR decomposition is used which was designed especially for
large sparse real matrices, which have one very large and another
very small dimension, i.e. for max(nrow, ncol) � min(nrow, ncol).
This method needs work memory only of size min(nrow, ncol) ×
min(nrow, ncol).

The default method is "svd".

Input: 1. The first argument a must be a numeric vector or matrix.

sopt The (optional) second argument is a string option keyword indicating
method of estimation: sopt="svd","qrd".

2. The optional third argument specifies a relative tolerance as criterion
for the size of rounding errors accepted by determining the rank. This
tolerance considers all singular values σi equal to zero which are less
or equal than tolσ1 where σ1 is the largest singular value,

σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn

Output: The function returns a nonnegative scalar r which is an estimate of
the rank of X.

Restrictions:

Relationships: nullsp(), rangesp(), cond(), svd(), qrd()

Examples: See nullsp() and rangesp() functions.
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4.2 Extensions of lp() Function

There are now two specifications of the lp() function available to the user:
< xr,lm,rp,duals,sens > = lp(”meth”,c,lau<,lubc<,optn<,xint>>>)

< xr,lm,rp,duals,sens > = lp(”meth”,”path”<,optn<,xint>>)

1. The older type specifies the LP model using the matrix specification (
c,lau,lubc) of the n vector c of coefficients of the cost function, the
m × n + 2 matrix lau of linear constraints including lower and upper
ranges, and the n × 2 matrix lubc of lower and upper bounds.

2. The newly added type specifies the LP model with a path (string) pointing
to a valid .mps file.

The first input argument "meth" which is a string argument specifying the
optimization method. There are now the following four methods available:

• "pcx": The sparse interior point method by Stephen Wright (1997) which
is also implemented with the pcx function (see Czyzyk, Mehrotra, Wagner,
and Wright, 1997). Integer constraints (xind) cannot be specified. Three
new new options were added

– "nolm" do not compute Lagrange multipliers,
– "pmps" for printing the MPS file,
– "prlp" for printing the LP.

• "clp": Provides an interface to the Clp code written by J. J. Forrest for
the COIN and Clp packages. Both, the primal and dual simplex methods
are very fast and very reliable methods. The packages also include code
for the specification of integer constraints (Cbc) and the analysis of the
influence of the optimal estimates on the objective function. For current
runtime options see the table below.

• "lps": The package lpsolve (Berkelaar et al., 2004), version 5.5, is being
used. This is the only method which always needs dense storage of A.
Integer constraints can be specified with xind as well as a sensitivity
analysis w.r.t. the influence of the estimates. Two new new options were
added

– "nolm" do not compute Lagrange multipliers,
– "pmps" for printing the MPS file.

• "con": The continuation method by Madsen, Nielsen, & Pinar (1996)
also called LPasL1 is used. There are a Fortran and a C version available.
The Fortran version always requires a dense matrix A of linear constraints,
the C version decides either for dense or sparse storage depending on the
number of nonzeros. Integer constraints (xind) cannot be specified. Two
new new options were added
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– "nolm" do not compute Lagrange multipliers,

– "pmps" for printing the MPS file.

This method has a flaw with many examples.

For the new method "clp" the options argument optn is recognizing the fol-
lowing settings:
Option Name Column 2 Meaning

"lce" required precision of constraint satisfaction
"max" perform maximization (minimization is default)

"maxit" maximum iterations
"nolm" do not compute Lagrange multipliers
"nopr" no printed output
"pmps" print content of MPS file passed to Clp

(not relevant for matrix specification)
"print" int amount of printed output
"vers" char specifies the optimization method used by Clp

”sprim” primal simplex (is the default for Clp)
”sdual” dual simplex method
”barr” Barrier method

The new "nolm" option has also been added to all other LP functions. The
new "pmps" option has been added to all other LP methods but is effective only
when an MPS input file is provided. For the old "print" option, the following
output is consecutively added:
Int Value Output Added

0 no printed output
1 very short result summary
2 iteration history (if available)
3 table of optimal estimates
4 table of constraints

> 4 maybe some debug output
Some specific preprocessing was added to each of the methods:

• The code for the "pcx" method included already a number of prepro-
cessing steps. These steps were extended by the following two simple
additional steps, which are also done with the other three LP methods:
steps are not only:

– linear constraints with only one nonzero coeffizient are reformulated
into the bounds,

– variables with equality boundary constraints (”masks”) are removed
from the optimization and replaced by postprocessing.

• The preprocessing code for "lps" now also provides ”shifting” (of lower
bounds to zero) and flipping the sign when there are lower bounds at − inf.
That means, LPsolve can now be applied to many more applications.
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• Since "clp" has its own preprocessing methods, only a few simple pre-
prozessing steps are performed before the model is feeded into the CLP
code.

• The most extensive preprocessing was applied to "con", even reformulat-
ing the model into the standard LP model,

min cT x s.t. Ax = b and 0 ≤ x < u

by including slack variables for all linear inequality constraints did not fix
some serious problems with large applications, obviously due to problems
with recognizing the correct rank of a set of general linear constraints.
Until fixing this problem the algorithm cannot be recommended.

See also the mpsread() function for a number of additional preprocessing steps
reducing the number of linear constraints. Especially the method of removing
linearly dependent linear equality constraints is only in mpsread() but not in
lp() available.

4.3 Extensions of svm() Function

For L1 sparse feature selection SVM for SVM ν regression (see Bi et.al, 2002),
an LP algorithm is needed which for every grid point of (C, ν) solves an LP.
Now, there are three algorithms implemented:
Method Name Algorithm
”l1fs” using PCx algorithm (Czyzyk et al.)
”l1fs2” using LP algorithm by Madsen, Nielsen, Pinar
”l1fs3” using CLP algorithm by J. J. Forrest

For different values of a specified grid (C, ν) the constraints (bounds and general
linear constraints) stay the same and only the values of the cost function changes.
For some examples see tsvm22.inp, tsvm23.inp, and tsvm24.inp located in
the cmat/test directory.
Example (m,n) Grid Algorithm Time in sec.
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 4 PCX 0
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 4 LPasL1 0
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 4 CLP 0
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 24 PCX 3
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 24 LPasL1 0
tsvm22.inp: NIR (21,268) 24 CLP 2
tsvm23.inp: Caco2 (27,714) 33 PCX 53
tsvm23.inp: Caco2 (27,714) 33 LPasL1 29095
tsvm23.inp: Caco2 (27,714) 33 CLP 5
tsvm23.inp: Housing (506,14) 16 PCX 498
tsvm23.inp: Housing (506,14) 16 LPasL1 big
tsvm23.inp: Housing (505,14) 16 CLP 39
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For large problems the LPasL1 algorithm does not perform well, and the simplex
algorithm in CLP can be faster than the interior point algorithm PCX.
alfa = svm(train,model,<,optn<,class<,ctun<,x0<,kfun<,test>>>>>)

<alfa,sres,vres,yptr,yptt,plan> = svm(train,model,<,optn<,class<,ctun<,...>>>)

Purpose: The term support vector machines is used for a set of predictive
modeling algorithms

1. to solve the binary classification problem when the response variable
(target) is binary (defined with class),

2. to solve the multinomial classification problem when the response
variable (target) is multinomial with k > 2 categories (defined with
class),

3. to solve the (nonlinear kernel) regression problem i.e. compute a
linear or nonlinear regression w.r.t. a specific loss function when
the response variable is interval scaled (response is not defined with
class).

The most traditional application for SVM is the binary classification prob-
lem. In the following, let N be the numnber of observations (cases, rows)
and n be the number of variables of an N × n data set X.

This svm function is able to model the following problems (tasks):

C Classification: Different versions are implemented:

1. The original dual model which is a QP with one linear equality
constraint and lower and upper bounds. Methods: FQP, DQP,
SMO

2. The LS SVM modification of the classification problem by Suykens
and Vandewalle (1999). Methods: LSQU

3. The Mangasarian & Musicant modifcation of the dual model
which is a QP with only lower and upper bounds. Methods:
FQP, DQP

4. A few further modifcations by Mangasarian which even get rid
of the upper bounds. Methods: REDU, PROX, LAGR, L1LIN,
L2LIN for N > n and L2FS for N < n.

5. Another modification by Fung and Mangasarian which is very
useful for variable selection when N < n. Method: L1FS.

ν Classification: 1. The original dual model which is a QP with two
linear equality constraints and lower and upper bounds. Meth-
ods: FQP, SMO

2. The Mangasarian & Musicant modifcation of the dual model
which is a QP with one linear equality constraint and lower and
upper bounds. Methods: FQP
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L2 Regression: 1. The dual model which is a QP with one linear equal-
ity constraint and lower and upper bounds. Methods: FQP, DQP

2. The LS SVM modification of the regression problem by Suykens
and Vandewalle (1999). Methods: LS SVM

ε Regression: 1. The dual model which is a QP with one linear equal-
ity constraint and lower and upper bounds requiring twice the
number of parameters. Methods: FQP, SMO

2. The primal model which is a LP with a large number of linear
and boundary constraints requiring about four times the number
of parameters. Methods: FLP

ν Regression: 1. The original dual model which is a QP with two linear
equality constraints and lower and upper bounds requiring twice
the number of parameters. Methods: FQP, SMO

2. The primal model which is a LP with a large number of linear
and boundary constraints requiring about four times the number
of parameters. Methods: FLP

Variable Selection: Methods: FSM for classification and for regression

For a table of formulas of the different models see below.

The svm function implements a number of algorithms for parameter esti-
mation together with methods for Loo (Leave-one-out, Jackknife), k fold
cross validation, and XiAlpha estimation. Together with Loo estimation
a sensitivity analysis is performed obtaining a list of observations which
are the largest model misfits (when deleted improve the goodness of fit).
You can select from a broad list of common kernel function, but you may
also specify your own kernel function using the the kfun input argument.

Three methods for the tuning of the regularization parameter C and all
kernel function parameters are provided. The "tun" option can have three
string values, "grid", "patt", or "opti":

”grid” a grid search for specified values of C and all kernel function
parameters is performed. The ctun input argument must contain
a K × nk matrix, where K is 1 (for C) plus the number of kernel
parameters. Each row contains a number of nonzero values for which
the search is performed. The first row always corresponds to values
for C.

”patt” a bounded (pattern) search is performed inside a specifed (hyper-
) rectangle. The ctun input argument must contain a K × 2 matrix,
where K is 1 (for C) plus the number of kernel parameters. The
first column contains a lower and the second column an upper bound
value restricting the rectangular search area. The algorithm is a
very simple but rather robust search at neighborhood points in a
hypercube region.
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”opti” a bounded (pattern) optimization is performed inside a specifed
(hyper-) rectangle. The ctun input argument must contain a K × 2
matrix, where K is 1 (for C) plus the number of kernel parameters.
The first column contains a lower and the second column an upper
bound value restricting the rectangular search area. The currently
used Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, however, does not seem to be
very successful and may soon be replaced by something more appro-
priate.

The functions svmpred and svmmat are closely related to the svm func-
tion. Using svmpred an additional test data set can be scored using the
parameter estimates from the svm training. The function svmmat can be
used to compute a linear or nonlinear kernel matrix. See page ?? for more
details on support vector machines.

Input: train specifies a N × m matrix or vector of training data, i.e. data
which are used to obtain parameters that specify a specific model.
For solving the binary classification problem the response variable
must be a binary CLASS variable.

model : The analysis model is specified in form of a string, e.g. model=
"3=1 2", containing column numbers for variables. The syntax of
the model string argument is the same as for the glmod() function
except for the additional events / trial response specification. ????

optn The option argument is specified in form of a two column matrix
where the first column defines the option as string value (in quotes)
and the second column can be used for a numeric or string specifica-
tion of the option. See below for details.

class specifies a vector CLASS variables in form of a vector of integers
which defining the column numbers of the training data set.

ctun The form of input depends on the "tun" option:
”grid” the input object is a K × nk object which contains in its

rows the nonzero grid values for C (first row) and all of the
kernel parameters (subsequent rows) for which a grid search is
performed.

”patt”,”opti” the input object is a K × 2 matrix which contains
in its first column the lower bound and in its second column the
upper bound of a rectangular search area.

x0 specifies a vector of nr initial estimates α. If the response (target) is
multinomial with K categories, this must be a K × nr matrix. That
means this input argument corresponds in size to the first output
argument α.

kfun optional string argument specifying a user defined function for ker-
nel evaluation. The function definition must be of the form: function
kernel(vi,vj) where the input arguments vi and vj are observa-
tion vectors of the data and the function must be a real scalar. Note,
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that Mercer’s condition must be satisfied by the functions kernel def-
inition, i.e. the resulting matrices Q of the QP must be positive
(semi)definite.

test optional argument specifying a matrix or vector of test data, i.e.
data for which predicted model values should be obtained based on
the parametric model obtained from the training data. The column
structure for the test data set should be the same as that of the
training data set since the model applies also at the test data.

Content of the Options Matrix :
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"abstol" real termination criterion for optimization
"absftol" real termination criterion for optimization
"absgtol" real termination criterion for optimization
"absxtol" real termination criterion for optimization

"abeg" real valid only for internal grid search L1FS: starting value for
α parameter;

"afac","aend" real valid only for internal grid search L1FS: factor and end
value for α parameter;

"best" int only valid with Loo estimation: lists the best observations
which when deleted improve most the goodness-of-fit

"bias" real specifies a numeric scalar used as a model constant b for
the predicted values

"biascor" ”y” apply bias on predicted values
default for linear kernel

”n” do not apply bias on predicted values
default for nonlinear kernel

"block" int fold number for block cross validation
"c" real regularization parameter C

"cgp" L1LIN, L1FS, PROX, LAGR, LSQU (with ”icg”): use in-
complete Cholesky preconditioning

"cgt" L1LIN, L1FS, PROX, LAGR, LSQU (with ”icg”): toler-
ance for conjugate gradient iteration

"cgit" L1LIN, L1FS, PROX, LAGR, LSQU (with ”icg”): maxi-
mum iterations for conjugate gradient

"chunk" string sample method for chunking method
”blo” blockwise sampling (default)
”spl” split sampling
”ran” random sampling

(only for L1LIN method)
"clas" perform classification (categorical response)
"cloo" compute Loo (leave-one-out) estimates
"clow" real lower range for regularization parameter C; default is 1.e-6
"cxia" compute xi-alpha estimates
"dbeg" real valid only for internal grid search L1FS: starting value for

δ parameter;
"dfac","dend" real valid only for internal grid search L1FS: factor and end

value for δ parameter;
"design" string design of class variables

”ful” full rank (default)
”ran” rank deficient

"epsr" compute epsilon regression
"epsi" real eps value for epsilon regression
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"freq" int column number of frequency variable
"fold" int fold number for block, split, and random cross validation
"ftol" real function termination criterion
"gtol" real gradient termination criterion
"icg" L1LIN, L1FS, PROX, LAGR, LSQU: use iterative CG

method for Cholesky factor
"kern" string link function, default is linear

”line” linear function
”poly” polynomial function
”rbf” Gaussian radial basis function (def. scaling [0, 1])

”rbf2” mod. Gaussian radial basis function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”rbfcs” mod. Gaussian radial basis function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”erbf” Exponential radial basis function
”tanh” sigmoid function (same as ”sigm”)
”sigm” sigmoid function (same as ”tanh”)
”four” Fourier function (def. scaling [−π/2, π/2])
”spli” spline function (def. scaling [0, 1])

”anov” anova function
”curv” curvspline function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”bspl” Bspline function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”anob” anova spline function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”ano1” modified anova function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”ano2” modified anova function (def. scaling [0, 1])
”ano3” modified anova function (def. scaling [0, 1])

"kfp1" real first parameter of kernel function
"kfp2" real second parameter of kernel function
"kfp3" real third parameter of kernel function

"lines" specifies line search for L1FS method
"maxfu" int max. number function calls of optimization (see nlp
"maxit" int max. number iterations of optimization (see nlp

"maxtim" real max. duration of optimization (see nlp
"memsiz" int memory threshold for storing train data incore; in

Megabyte; default=2Mb; all training data incore for
"memsiz"=0
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"meth" method of estimation, default depends on problem

”flp” full LP: currently only for ν regression only for linear kernel
(feature selection)

”fqp” full QP: may be modified with ”mmm” for Mang.-.Mus.
Mod.

”fqp2” full QP: modified version: use Penalty method
”dqp” decomposed QP (my version); may be modified with

”mmm” for Mang,=.-.Mus. Mod.
”dqp2” decomposed QP (modified SVM Light); may be modified

with ”mmm” for Mang.-.Mus. Mod.
”dqp3” decomposed QP (original SVM Light); may be modified

with ”mmm” for Mang.-.Mus. Mod.
”lagr” Lagrangean L2 SVM similar to Mangasarian & Musicant
”l1lin” Linear L1 SVM chunking similar to Mangasarian & John-

son
”l2lin” Linear L2 SVM similar to Mangasarian & Musicant

”prox” or ”psvm” Proximal L2 SVM similar to Fung & Mangasarian
direct (dense or sparse) Cholesky or iterative conjugate
gradient

”redu” or ”rsvm” reduced smooth SVM similar to Lee & Mangasarian
”lsqu” or ”lssvm” least squares SVM for classification and regression

similar to proximal SVM and ridge regression
direct (dense or sparse) Cholesky or iterative conjugate
gradient

”l2fs” or ”nsvm” L2 Newton SVM similar to Fung & Mangasarian
”l1fsm” L1 sparse feature selection SVM:

for classification Fung & Mangsarian algorithm
”l1fs”, ... L1 sparse feature selection SVM:

for regression Bi et.al (2002)
”l1fs” : using PCx algorithm (Czyzyk et al.)
”l1fs2” : using LP algorithm by Madsen, Nielsen, Pinar
”l1fs3” : using CLP algorithm by J. J. Forrest

”smo” SMO (sequ. minimal opt.) by Platt
”smo2” SMO 1 by Keerthi et.al.
”smo3” SMO 2 by Keerthi et.al.

"mmm" solve Mangasarian-Musicant form of SVM classification
problem; i.e. replace one linear equality constraint

"modmis" model missing response category
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"nchunk" int number of chunks for chunking method

(only for L1LIN method)
"nseq" int maximum number of sub QP for imet=DQP

"nobstat" print observation statistics
"nomis" do not use observations that contain missing values in one

of the variables used in analysis
"nopr" no printed output in ...txt

(but warnings or errors are in ...log)
"noscale" supress scaling of predictor and interval response

"nu" real parameter for NU classification or regression
"nucl" compute NU classication (”nu” must be specified)
"nure" compute NU regression (”nu” must be specified)

"nvarmin" int lower bound of var number for stepwise var selection
"order" order categories of class variables

”dat” in order as they appear in the rows of data matrix
”asc” sorted in ascending order
”des” sorted in descending order

"pall" is equivalent to ”print” 10
"pinit" print input information and model setup
"popt" int amount of general printed output in optimization environ-

ment (default is 0)
"pmat" print kernel matrix (this can be big)
"ppar" print vector of parameter estimates α

"pplan" print coefficients for linear plane; valid only for linear ker-
nel

"ppred" print predicted values
"print" int amount of general printed output (default is 3)
"pshr" real percentage of f reduction for shrinking

"pshort" less than default output
"pstart" int number random starting points in pattern search (de-

fault=4)
"psum" much less than default output

"outli" int same as ”best”, only for Loo estimation
"qpsiz" int size of QP for DQP method

"qpmanp" Madsen-Nielsen-Pinar QP technique (only for for bound-
ary constrained problem, Mang.-Mus. mod. C classifica-
tion)

"qpnusp" null space QP technique
"qprasp" range space QP technique
"qptron" Lin-Moré TRON QP technique (only for for boundary con-

strained problem, Mang.-Mus. mod. C classification)
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"random" int fold number for random cross validation
"ransam" valid only for REDU: perform random sampling
"relsam" valid only for REDU: perform relevance sampling

"redu" set maximum size of sub QP to number of variables in data
"regr" perform SV regression (interval response)
"rho" parameter for Loo estimates

"samsiz" int size of sample for REDU
"scale" ”isot” isotropic scaling (SVM regression only)

int if not zero, perform scaling of predictor X; this is default
for several kernel functions
this will also scale the response (target) y

"seed" int seed for random generator; default is time of day; affects
the results of random cross validation: affects results of
REDU and random starting values

"shri" int test function reduction every shri iterations for shrinking
the sub QP (only for imet=DQP)

"sing" real singularity criterion, default is 1.e-8
"smoeps" real epsilon parameter for SMO
"split" int fold number for split cross validation
"start" string method for obtaining starting values

”zero” α0 is set to zero
”rand” α0 is uniformly random
”prox” α0 is computed by PROX algorithm
”qua” valid only for SVM regression
”qp0” valid only for FQP method

"task" ”clas” perform C classification: methods FQP, DQP, L1LIN,
L2LIN, REDU, LAGR, PROX, SMO; LSQU, L1FS, L2FS

”nucl” perform NU classification: methods FQP and SMO
”sfsc” stepwise feature selection for SV classification, greedy fea-

ture selection method by Guyon et.al.; methods FQP,
L2LIN, LAGR, PROX

”regr” perform L2 regression methods FQP, LSQU, and DQP
”nure” perform NU regression: methods FQP, SMO, and FLP
”epsr” perform EPSilon regression: methods FQP and SMO
”sfsr” stepwise feature selection for SV regression, greedy feature

selection method by Guyon et.al.;
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Option Name Second Column Meaning
"tech" string specifies optimization for FQP and DQP

”qpmanp” Madsen-Nielsen-Pinar QP technique
”qpnusp” null space QP technique
”qprasp” range space QP technique
”qptron” Lin-Moré TRON QP technique

"tun" ”gsid” perform grid search for tuning
”patt” perform pattern search for tuning
”opti” perform Melder-Mead optimization for tuning

"tunitr" int max iterations for tuning
"tuntim" int max time in seconds for tuning
"tunftol" real f termination for tuning
"tunxtol" real x termination for tuning
"tunsel" ”test” for tuning use validation data evaluating goodness-of-fit

(default if ”tun” is specified)
”train” for tuning use validation data evaluating goodness-of-fit

(default if ”tun” is not specified)
"vardrop" real drop rate for stepwise variable selection
"weight" int column number of weight variable

"xiad" depth for XiA estimates
"xtol" real termination criterion

"yscale" specifies the scale type of the response:
”i” interval (use SV regression)
”n” nominal (use SV classification)
”o” ordinal (currently treated like nominal)

The following are the default settings for the termination criteria of the
QP optimization algorithms:

Method ABSFTOL FTOL ABSGTOL GTOL ABSXTOL XTOL
FQP . . 1e-8 . 0 1e-8
DQP . . 1e-6 . 0 1e-8

LAGR . . . . 1e-5 1e-5
SMO . . 1e-3 . . .

General 10*eps 1e-12 1e-5 1e-8 1e-5 1e-8

Here eps is the machine precision, which is the smallest number added to
one which results in a value greater than one. On a IBM PC this is about
10−15.

Note: "freq" and "weight" are not working currently.

Output: alfa returns the parameters of the model. This is either a N row
vector or a K × N matrix, where N is the number of observations
of the training data set, K = 1 for interval or binary response, and
K > 2 for multinomial target (response) with K > 2 categories.
If "nomiss" is specified, then N excludes observations with missing
predictor variables.
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sres returns a vector of scalar data describing the execution and some
scalar results. See below for details.

vres returns either a row vector or matrix. A K × p matrix is returned
for multinomial target (response) with K > 2 categories. See below
for details.

yptr returns the N row vector of predicted value (̂y)i for the training
data set.

yptt (only when the input argument test is specified) returns the vector
of predicted values (̂y)i for the test data set.

plan can only be returned for linear kernel and is either a neff +1 vector
or K × (neff + 1) matrix if the response is multinomial with K > 2
categories. The first neff columns contain the coefficient of the linear
model with effects in the order of the model input specification. The
last column contains the intercept of the linear model.

Note, that ”scoring” (computing predicted values) of an additional test
data set using the svpred() function may be much more efficient (in
memory and computer time) using the parameters in plan than those in
alfa.

Contents of the sres vector:

1. the value of C (for the best C solution when multiple C values are
specified).

2. error of training data (when multiple C values are specified: the best
value)

(a) for SVM Classification number of misclassifications
(b) for SVM Regression average sum-of-squares error

∑N
i (y − ŷ)2

N

3. error of test data (see above)

4. total number of kernel calls as indicator for the computational ex-
pense

5. total computer time in seconds

6. computer time for optimization in seconds

Column contents of the vres vector or matrix:

1. number of support vectors, i.e. the number of nonzero entries of α.

2. number of support vectors on margin, i.e. the number of entries of α
on the upper bound specified by option optn[8].

3. function value for QP solution f = αQαT + qT α

4. L1 function value for QP solution
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5. maximum absolute gradient value for QP solution
gmax = maxN

i=1(QαT + q)i

6. beta value

7. estimated SV radius (radius of ball containing the SV)
rad = maxi∈SV

√
K(xi, xi) − 2. ∗ K(xi, 0) + K(0, 0)

8. the bias which is computed as the mean of the residuals defined as
difference between observed target y and predicted target values ŷ
for the support vectors with alphai > 0.

9. wnorm = αT ∗Q ∗ α

10. estimated margin: margin = 2./
√

wnorm

11. estimated VC dimensionality wnorm ∗ rad2 + 1.

Restrictions: 1. There is no complex version of this function.

2. Observations with missing values in the X data (predictors) are not
used.

Relationships: svmat(), svpred(), mvsvm(), smsvm(), qp(), lp(), nlreg(), nlp()

Types of Some SVM Estimation Problems Here, e = (1, . . . , 1), y ∈ [−1, 1],
Q is the N × N kernel matrix, and A is the N × m data matrix.

C Classification 1. Primal:

min
1
2
wT w + CeT ξ

subject to:

yi(wT Ki + b) ≥ 1 − ξi , ξi ≥ 0 , i = 1, . . . , N

2. Dual:

min
1
2
αTQα − eT α

subject to:

yT α = 0 , 0 ≤ αi ≤ C , i = 1, . . . , N

3. Mangasarian-Musicant modification of the Dual:

min
1
2
αT (Q + yyT )α − eT α

subject to:
0 ≤ αi ≤ C , i = 1, . . . , N
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4. In L2LIN and LAGR we optimize for linear kernel Q = AAT :

min
1
2
αT (

I
C

+ diag(y)(AAT + eeT )diag(y))α − αT e

subject to: 0 ≤ α

ν Classification 1. Primal:

min
1
2
wT w − νρ + eT ξ/N

subject to:

yi(wT Ki + b) ≥ ρ − ξi , ξi ≥ 0 , i = 1, . . . , N

2. Dual (scaled):

min
1
2
αTQα

subject to:

yT α = 0 , eT α = Nν , 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 , i = 1, . . . , N

3. Mangasarian-Musicant modification of the Dual (scaled):

min
1
2
αT (Q + yyT )α

subject to:

eT α = Nν , 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 , i = 1, . . . , N

L2 Regression 1. Primal:
2. Dual:

min
1
2
αTQα− yT α

subject to:

eT α = 0 , −C ≤ αi ≤ C , i = 1, . . . , N

ε Regression 1. Primal:

min
1
2
wT w + CeT ξ + CeT ξ∗

subject to:

(wT Ki+b)−yi ≤ ε+ξi , yi−(wT Ki+b) ≤ ε+ξ∗i , i = 1, . . . , N
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2. Dual:

min
1
2
(α − α∗)TQ(α − α∗) + εeT (α + α∗) + yT (α + α∗)

subject to:

eT (α − α∗) = 0 , 0 ≤ αi, α
∗
i ≤ C , i = 1, . . . , N

ν Regression 1. Primal:

min
1
2
wT w + C[νε +

1
N

eT (ξ + ξ∗)]

subject to:

(wT Ki+b)−yi ≤ ε+ξi , yi−(wT Ki+b) ≤ ε+ξ∗i , i = 1, . . . , N

2. Dual (scaled):

min
1
2
(α − α∗)TQ(α − α∗) + yT (α − α∗)

subject to:

eT (α−α∗) = 0 , eT (α+α∗) = NCν , 0 ≤ αi, α
∗
i ≤ C , i = 1, . . . , N

Estimation Methods (Algorithms) :

SVM Classification 1. FQP: Fully Dense QP (Quadratic Program-
ming): Only small applications up to N = 1000 observations
can be solved due to storing the dense N × N matrix Q. Both,
C and ν classification problems can be solved with FQP. Two
versions can be used:
• The ordinary method specified by "method" "fqp" solves

the original problem with one linear constraint and lower
and upper boundary constraints for each parameter of the
dual SVM problem.

• The modified method specified by "method" "fqp" and op-
tion "mmm" solves the Mangasarian-Musicant dual SVM prob-
lem using only lower and upper boundary constraints.

Four different QP optimization methods are available:
(a) null space version (default when linear constraint is involved,

i.e. "mmm" is not specified)
(b) range space version (sometimes faster than null space method)
(c) TRON method by Mor’e and Lin
(d) Madsen, Nielsen, Pinar method can only be used when "mmm"

is specified, i.e. model does not contain a linear constraint.
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The FQP method takes advantage of good starting values when
multiple C values are specified.

2. DQP: Decomposition QP Methods: These methods are based
on papers of Osuna et al. which state rules for partitioning the
set of parameters into two sets, a small part which is being ”op-
timized” and the remaining larger part which is kept constant.
That means the large QP is solved by an iterative process solving
one much smaller QP in each iteration. Kaufmann (1998) uses
slightly different rules for selecting the active variables. Two
implementations are posted on the net:
SV M light by T. Joachims (1999) which is using LOQO by Van-

derby and Shanno. This method solves the original problem
with the linear constraint. A modification of this method is
available by specifying "method" "dqp".

BSVM by C.W. Hsu and C-J. Lin (1999), which is using the
QP solver TRON from Argonne Institute. This method
solves the Mangasarian-Musicant modification of a similar
but only boundary constrained problem. A modification of
this method is available by specifying "method" "dqp" and
"mmm".

Both methods are completely new designed in function svm.
They work with an adaptive shrinking and expanding strategy.
This method takes advantage of good starting values when mul-
tiple C values are specified.

3. LSQU: Least Squares SVM (Suykens et.al.) For classification,
this method is very similar to the PROX algorithm by Fung &
Mangasarian. It only requires to solve a (ridged, i.e. positive
definite) large N × N linear system. Two solution methods are
implemented:
(a) The direct Cholesky method (dense or sparse) requires the

coefficient matrix in memory and is suitable for only small
N .

(b) The iterative conjugate gradient algorithm does not require
the coefficient matrix incore and computes the matrix-vector
product by creating the kernel matrix entries ”on the fly”.
This approach, however, requires the N × n data matrix in-
core.

Both, LS SVM for classification and for regression were devel-
oped and researched by the Suykens and Vandevalle team of the
Kath. University of Leeuven. The method is (like PROX) very
fast but creates nonsparse parameter vectors.

4. REDU (Reduced Support Vector Machine):
SSVM (Smooth Support Vector Machine):
This method is only suitable for C classification and is appro-
priate for N > n. These algorithms were developed by Lee and
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Mangasiarian Musicant (1999) and use a similar simplified ob-
jective function. The modified problem has no longer a linear
equality constraint and no lower or upper bounds. REDU which
is a modification of SSVM which selects a sample of observa-
tions for constructing a rectangular (nonlinear) kernel matrix.
This method can be applied to very large optimization problems
with general nonlinear kernels, but the quality of the parameter
estimates depends on the selected sample which is used for the
rectangular kernel matrix. For linear kernels other methods like
L2LIN or PROX can yield better results and may be much faster.

5. L2LIN (Active Support Vector Machine):
LAGR (Lagrange Support Vector Machine):
PROX (Proximal Support Vector Machine):
These methods are only suitable for C classification and should
only be used for N > n. These algorithms were developed
by Mangasiarian and Musicant (1999,2000) and use an even
more simplified objective function than that used in BSVM by
C.W. Hsu and C-J. Lin (1999). The modified QP problem has
no longer a linear equality constraint and no upper bounds.
For PROX even negative parameter estimates are possible. For
L2LIN and LAGR the only constraints are nonnegativity con-
straints. The original versions by Mangasarian and Musicant
are useful especially for linear kernels by applying the Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury formula which reduces the large N × N
kernel matrix Q to the (for most applications much smaller)
(m + 1) × (m + 1) matrix, where m is the number of variables,
needs to be inverted in each iteration. The papers show that data
sets with several million observations can be processed (with all
data in core). The algorithms can easily be modified to have
only larger data chunks in core. For linear kernels, the LAGR
and L2LIN algorithms perform very similar. However, the simple
implementable LAGR algorithm is patented. The PROX method
is also available in svm() as a method for computing starting val-
ues which can be used with other estimation methods. L2LIN
is probably the fastest algorithm for linear kernels. L2LIN is at
this time not available for nonlinear kernels. If specified, it will
be changed to SSVM.

6. L2FS (L2 Feature Selection Method):
L1FS (L1 Feature Selection Method):
These methods are only suitable for C classification and should
only be used for N < n. They are designed for feature selection
using linear kernel. Its extension for nonlinear kernel seems is
probably of less interest. Both methods are developed by Fung &
Mangasarian and are mainly designed for problems with N � n.
The L2 Newton method L2FS is fast converging and similar to
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L2LIN but creates dense coefficient vectors but is not suitable for
feature selection. The convergence of then L1 Newton method
L1FS depends on additional method parameters and normally
needs tuning for the δ parameter. Many times it needs an Armijo
line search (option "lines"). But it creates very sparse coeffi-
cient vectors suitable for feature selection, i.e. the selection of a
few highly predictive variables from a very large set of predictors.

7. SMO: Sequential Minimal Optimization: Originally developed
1997 by J. Platt, now at Microsoft. This is the extreme of the
decomposition method since in each sequence only two param-
eters α1 and α2 are changed. Starting from a feasible solution
two parameters can be easily changed so that the nonnegativ-
ity constraints αi ≥ 0 and the equality constraint yT α = 0 can
be maintained. There are some modifications of this algorithm
varying in the strategy of selecting the two parameters. The
two parameters are selected so that their change promises a sig-
nificant reduction of the value of the objective function. The
modifications have to do with the fact that the original SMO
algorithm may be patented by Microsoft.
A method similar to that of LIBSVM, by Hsu and Lin (1999) who
developed the BSVM method (LIBSVM is available in R) which
permits shrinking of the parameter space, is available for both,
C and ν classification. In addition, the original SMO algorithm
by Platt can be run by specifying "method" "smo1", the two
Keerthi modifications can be run by specifying "method" "smo2"
and "method" "smo3".

8. NPA: Nearest Point Algorithm: Keerthi et al (1999) developed
an iterative algorithm for the binary SVM classification prob-
lem. For inseperable data sets the violations are quadratically
penalized, what means that the objective function of the primal
problem is slightly changed to

min
1
2
wT w +

C

2

N∑

i=1

ξ2
i

which has the advantage that the nonnegativity constraints can
be dropped. Similar modifications are used by some other very
fast algorithms. With a number of test examples the authors il-
lustrate that NPA is slightly faster than SMO (measured by the
number of kernel evaluations). Since this method is not signifi-
cant faster than SMO it was implemented here.

SVM Regression 1. FQP: Fully Dense QP (Quadratic Programming):
Only small applications up to N = 1000 observations can be
solved due to storing the large dense matrix Q.
L2 SVR lower and upper bounded QP with N × N matrix Q

and one linear constraint
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ε SVR lower and upper bounded QP with 2N × 2N matrix Q
and one linear constraint

ν SVR lower and upper bounded QP with 2N × 2N matrix Q
and two linear constraints

The dual problem can be solved by one of the following QP
optimization methods:
(a) null space version (default when linear constraint is involved,

i.e. "mmm" is not specified)
(b) range space version (sometimes faster than null space method)
The FQP method takes advantage of good starting values when
multiple C values are specified.

2. SMO: Sequential Minimal Optimization: A method similar to
that of LIBSVM (available in R) which permits shrinking of the
parameter space, is implemented for both, ε and ν regression.

3. FLP: Fully Dense LP (Linear Programming): This method is
currently only used for ν regression for linear kernel. It is es-
pecially useful for feature selection when N � n, see Bi et.al.
(2002). Two algorithms can be used currently for solving the
very large and dense LP problem,
• the pcx algorithm by Czyzyk, Mehrotra, Wagner, and Wright

(1997) and Wright (1997) (”l1fs”),
• the continuation algorithm LPasL1 by Madsen, Nielsen, and

Pinar (1996) (”l1fs2”),
• the CLP algorithm by J. J. Forrest (”l1fs3”).

For very large problems the CLP algorithm is the fastest and
numerically the most stable, and the default interior point algo-
rithm pcx seems to be numerically more stable compared to the
continuation algorithm, which could be faster for well behaved
problems.

4. LSQU: Least Squares SVM (Suykens et. al.) This algorithm
can be used for both, C classification and L2 regression. For re-
gression the LS SVM method is very similar to ridge regression.
It only requires to solve a (ridged, i.e. positive definite) large
N × N linear system. Two solution methods are implemented:
direct (dense or sparse) Cholesky and iterative conjugate gradi-
ent method.

5. L1FS (Feature Selection Method):
A method similar to that of Bi, Bennett, Embrechts, Breneman,
& Song (2002) formula (3) is implemented Three algorithms can
be used currently for solving the very large and almost dense LP
problem,
• the CLP algorithm by J. J. Forrest (”l1fs3”),
• pcx by Czyzyk, Mehrotra, Wagner, and Wright (1997) and

Wright (1997) (”l1fs1”),
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• the continuation algorithm LPasL1 by Madsen, Nielsen, and
Pinar (1996) (”l1fs2”).

Selection of Estimation Algorithm • C Classification with Linear Ker-
nel:
The following is just a first iterate, it needs more computational
experience in detail:

Size small n large n
small N FQP FQP

medium N DQP,LSQU DQP,SMO,LSQU
large N PROX,L1LIN,L2LIN,LAGR L1LIN,DQP,SMO

• C Classification with NonLinear Kernel:
Size small n large n

small N FQP FQP
medium N PROX,LAGR,LSQU PROX,LAGR,LSQU

large N DQP,SMO,REDU L1NL,DQP,SMO,REDU

• L2 Regression:
Size small n large n

small N FQP FQP
medium N LSQU LSQU

large N DQP DQP

• Nu and Eps Regression:
Size small n large n

small N FQP FQP
large N SMO SMO

Some Important Kernel Definitions Assuming u and v are two observa-
tions of the data set and p1, p2, and p3 are specified scalar values.

linear
K(u, v) = uT v

polynomial
K(u, v) = (p3u

T v + p2)
p
1

with polynomial degree p; the 1 is added to avoid zero entries in the
Hessian for large p

rbf

K(u, v) = exp(− (u − v)2

2σ2
)

Gaussian radial basis function, where σ = p1 is a known parameter.

rbf2
K(x, z) = max(0, (1− x − z

θ
)κ)exp(−x − z

σ2
)

the compactly supported Gaussian RBF kernel (Hamers, Suykens, &
deMoor, 2002).
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erbf

K(u, v) = exp(−|u − v|
2σ2

)

Exponential radial basis function, produces piecewise linear solutions.
Here σ = p1 is a known parameter.

sigmoid (also called tanh)

K(u, v) = tanh(p1u
T v − p2)

where p1 is scale and p2 is location (multi layer perceptron with single
hidden layer)

fourier

K(u, v) =
sin(N + .5)(u − v)

sin(1
2
(u − v))

The data are scaled by default in [−π/2, π/2].
spline

K(u, v) =
p∑

j=1

ujvj +
K∑

i=1

(u − τi)
p
+(v − τi)

p
+

where p is the order and τi are the knots; e.g.

K(u, v) =
m∏

j=1

zj

with

z = 1 + u � v + u � v min(u, v) − 1
2
(u + v) min(u, v)2 +

1
3

min(u, v)3

The data are scaled by default in [0, 1].
anova (also called curvespline)

K(u, v) =
m∏

j=1

zj

with

z = 1 + u � v +
1
2
u � v min(u, v) − 1

6
(u + v) min(u, v)3

where the � operator denotes elementwise multiplication
bspline

K(u, v) =
m∏

j=1

zj

with

z =
2p+1∑

k=1

(−1)k

(
2(p + 1)

k

)
max(0, u − v + p + 1 − k)(2p+1)

The data are scaled by default in [0, 1].
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anova spline

K(u, v) =
m∏

j=1

zj

with

z = 1+u�v+u�v min(u, v)−1
2
(u+v) min(u, v)2+

1
3
(u+v) min(u, v)3

anova bspline

K(u, v) =
m∏

j=1

(1 + zj)

with

z =
2p+1∑

k=1

(−1)k

(
2(p + 1)

k

)
max(0, u − v + p + 1 − k)(2p+1)

i.e. is the same as bspline except for the 1+ term in the product.
The data are scaled by default in [0, 1].

Other kernel functions can be user specified using the fifth input argu-
ment which is a string naming a function kernel(u,v) defined byt the
user. Kernel functions must satisfy Mercer’s condition to result in posi-
tive (semi)definite Hessian matrices Q of the dual problem. What does
a Kernel function? It applies a nonlinear transformation on the location
of the points xi in the m dimensional space. After that transformation,
simply the linear model is applied.

Some of the kernel functions, especially those based on the exp function,
like all rbf functions, can create kernel matrices which are diagonal or
even identity matrices for extrem parameter settings. using the identity
matrix for the kernel matrix produces useless results.

Examples: The heart scale data set contains 13 predictor variables and 270
observations creating a QP problem with 270 × 270 positive semidefinite
(rank=13) Kernel Hessian matrix. Here we specify a radial basis function
Kernel definition.

The first set of results shows a comparison of the four QP techniques
(QPNUSP, QPRASP, QPMANP, and QPTRON) on the full 270 × 270
only bound constrained optimization problem. This is the modification
of the objective function proposed by Mangasarian and Musicant (1999)
which does not impose the original linear constraint

N∑

i=0

αiyi = 0

We show the complete printed output only for the first run (null space
technique). For the other optimization techniques we only show the output
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which differs and which is related to the computer resources needed by
each technique.

To save space we only show the specification of some examples here. For
more information, especially the printed output you are referred to the
Details chapter, see page ??.

1. Binary SVM Classification: Heart Data RBF2 Kernel

(a) SVM Classification: with LC
i. FQP: C is estimated

data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"ppred" ,
"popt" 1,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

ii. FQP: C is specified
Now we specify c as a vector.
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ .01 .1 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2,

"popt" 1,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

There are 5 optimizations for different C values. Predicted
values and results are returned only for the run which shows
the smallest misclassification.

iii. DQP: C is specified:
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2,

"c" "cup",
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"meth" "dqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

iv. SMO: C is set: always QPsize=2
To illustrate SMO a smaller data set of only 60 cases is se-
lected.
data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"c" 100.,
"meth" "smo",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr,yptt > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

v. SMO2(Keerthi): C is set: always QPsize=2
data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"c" 100.,
"meth" "smo2",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr,yptt > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

(b) SVM Classification: w/o LC
i. FQP: C is estimated

data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"ppred" ,
"popt" 1,
"mmm" ,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

ii. FQP: C is specified
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data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ .01 .1 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2,

"ppred" ,
"popt" 1,
"mmm" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

iii. DQP: C is specified
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2,

"mmm" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "dqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

iv. PROX: C is specified
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2,

"mmm" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "prox",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

v. LAGR: C is estimated
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. ];
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optn = [ "print" 2,
"mmm" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "lagr",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

(c) SVM with LC: FQP: Comparison of Techniques
Null Space Technique

data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"popt" 1,
"kern" "rbf2",
"meth" "fqp",
"tech" "qpnusp",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

Madsen-Nielsen-Pinar Technique
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"popt" 1,
"kern" "rbf2",
"meth" "fqp",
"tech" "qpmanp",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

Lin-Moré TRON Technique
data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"popt" 1,
"kern" "rbf2",
"meth" "fqp",
"tech" "qptron",
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);
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(d) SVM with LC: FQP: User Specified Kernel Function
The computation time increases by about a factor 10 for a spec-
ified kernel function. Therefore, only the first 60 observations of
the heart scale.dat are being used in heart 60.dat.

/* radial basis kernel function */
function krbf(vi,vj) {
w = vi - vj;
t = exp(-.076923076 * w * w‘);
return(t);

}

data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 1,

"meth" "fqp" ];
< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,.,krbf);

data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"meth" "dqp" ];
< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,.,krbf);

2. Multinomial SVM Classification: Fisher’s Iris Data; RBF2 Kernel

(a) SVM Classification: with LC
#include "iris.txt"

nr = nrow(iris); irs5 = iris[,5];
count = cons(3);
for (i = 1; i <= nr; i++) count[irs5[i]] += 1;
print "Member Count=", count;

i. FQP: C is specified
class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"ppred" ,
"popt" 1,
"c" 1.,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);
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ii. DQP: C is specified
#include "iris.txt"
class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"c" 1.,
"meth" "dqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);

(b) SVM Classification: without the linear constraint:
i. FQP: C is specified

class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"ppred" ,
"popt" 1,
"mmm" ,
"c" 1.,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);

ii. DQP: C is specified
#include "iris.txt"
class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"mmm" ,
"c" 1.,
"meth" "dqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);

iii. PROX: C is specified
#include "iris.txt"
class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"mmm" ,
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"c" 1.,
"meth" "prox",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);

iv. LAGR: C is specified
#include "iris.txt"
class = 5;
modl = "5 = 1 : 4";
optn = [ "print" 3,

"mmm" ,
"c" 1.,
"meth" "lagr",
"kern" "rbf2",
"kfp1" .1 ];

alfa = svm(iris,modl,optn,class);

3. XiAlpha Estimates, Loo, and k-fold Cross Validation
To illustrate the approach we use the first 60 observations of the
Heart data set. The following input specifies XiA estimates of depth
0 and Loo (Leave-one-out, jackknife) estimation:

data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"cloo" ,
"cxia" ,
"xiad" 0,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"c" 1.,
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

The following input specifies XiA estimates of depth 0 and 4-fold
cross validation:

/* FQP: CV with fold=4 */
data = rspfile("heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 2,

"cloo" ,
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"fold" 4,
"cxia" ,
"xiad" 0,
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "rbf2",
"c" 1.,
"kfp1" .076923076 ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

The following Leave-one-out (Loo) specification also requests a sensi-
tivity analysis which leads to a table output of the ten largest outlier
observations;

data = rspfile("..\\tdata\\heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
optn = [ "print" 3 ,

"cloo" ,
"best" 10 ,
"kern" "line" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);

Now we show the specifications of three cross validation methods,
block, split, and random sampling, with a fold of ten:

data = rspfile("..\\tdata\\heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;
c = [ .001 .1 1. 10. 100. ];

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"block" 10 ,
"kern" "line" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,c);

Usually split sampling will find better results than block sampling
which is sensitive to ordered training data:

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"split" 10 ,
"kern" "line" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class);
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The random sampling will find different results by either not spec-
ifying the "seed" option (time of day is default) or by specifying
different "seed" values:

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"random" 10 ,
"kern" "line" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,c);

For more examples see tsvm2.inp and tsvm10.inp.

4. Parameter Tuning by Grid and Pattern Search
Remember, when specifying "tun" by default the fit is evaluated
using the (left out) validation data. If that is changed with the
"tunsel" option, usually the best solution corresponds to the largest
C value. As an example, we use the 60 first observations of the Heart
data set and the mean misclassiction error of 4-fold cross validation:

data = rspfile("..\\tdata\\heart_60.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;

For grid search tuning we are specifying 5 grid values for C and 13 grid
values for the parameter of the RBF kernel function we should have
to evaluate 65 cross validation, each of them with fold optimizations:

/* tuning by grid search: specify values */
c = [ .001 .1 1. 10. 100. ];
kp1 = [ .2 : .05 : .8 ];
tun_g = c |> kp1 ;

We first apply a grid search tuning with Loo. This is time consuming,
since N ∗ 65 optimizations are needed, but each with good starting
values.

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"popt" 1 ,
"tun" "grid" ,
"cloo" ,
"kern" "rbf2" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,tun_g);
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We can verify the result by running a single optimization specifying
the best parameters.
Now we specify random k fold cross validation. Now, only k * 65
optimizations are performed:

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"popt" 1 ,
"tun" "grid" ,
"random" 10 ,
"kern" "rbf2" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,tun_g);

The following input specifies bounds for the hyper parameters which
can be used for the pattern and optimization search:

/* tuning by automatic NMS: specify bounds */
tun_s = [ 1.e-6 100. ,

1.e-6 .5 ];

The following input specifies pattern search:

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"popt" 1 ,
"tun" "patt" ,
"split" 10 ,
"kern" "rbf2" ,
"meth" "fqp" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,tun_s);

The following input specifies the fast PROX method for the time
consuming Nelder-Mead bounded tuning:

optn = [ "print" 3 ,
"popt" 1 ,
"tun" "opti" ,
"split" 10 ,
"kern" "rbf2" ,
"meth" "prox" ];

< alfa,sres,vres,yptr > = svm(data,modl,optn,class,tun_s);

For more examples see tsvm11.inp.

5. SVM Classification: The case N > n
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Two of the methods are specifically designed for the N > n case,
the L1FS and the Newton L2FS method by Mangasarian and Fung.
Note, that specifically L1FS method is designed to find sparse pa-
rameter vectors for the linear case which can be used for variable
selection. L1FS can be computed also for nonlinear kernel, but does
not make much sense since α will be dense most of the time.
We illustrate the aproach with two aplications:

(a) NIR Spectra data set: train: Ntrain=21, Ntest: nr=7 and n =
268 (use median of y for binary target)

(b) Caco2 data set by Bennett and Bi: with N = 27, n = 714 (use
median of y for binary target)

The NIR spectra data set contains a training and a test set. We use
the test set with "tunsel" option to find the best C value evaluated
at the test data set.

print "NIR Spectra data set: train: nr=21, test: nr=7";
options NOECHO;

#include "..\\tdata\\nir.dat"
options ECHO;
nr = nrow(xtrn); nc = ncol(xtrn);
print "nrtrn,nctrn=",nr,nc;

After reading in the data, we compute some of the moments, includ-
ing the median and dichotomize the response variable:

sopt = [ "ari" "std" "med" ];
mom = univar(ytrn‘,sopt);
/* print "Moments of y=", mom; */
cutof = mom[3];
y = ytrn .< cutof; cdat = xtrn -> y‘; /* attrib(cdat); */
y = ytst .< cutof; test = xtst -> y‘; /* attrib(test); */
/* print cdat[ , 200:269 ]; */
/* model: */
xind = [ 1:268 ]; yind = 269;

This is a normal run on the training data set and computes the
solutions for all C values without using the test data set:

modl = "269 = 1 : 268";
class = 269;
optn = [ "print" 2 ,

"pplan" ,
"meth" "l1fs" ,
"lines" ,
"kern" "line" ];
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cupr = [ .001 .001 .01 .1 1. 10. ];
alfa = svm(cdat,modl,optn,class,cupr);

To evaluate the fit on test data set we have to use the "tunsel"
option. Otheriwse, the solution for best C value would be decided
on the traning set goodness-of-fit. (Only, when we specify the "tun"
option, the default of "tunsel" would use the test data set.)

c = [ .01 .1 1. 10. 100. ];
optn = [ "print" 2 ,

"pplan" ,
"meth" "l1fs" ,
"tunsel" "test" ,
"lines" ,
"kern" "line" ];

alfa = svm(cdat,modl,optn,class,c,.,.,test);

As a second example we use the data set Caco2 from Kristin Ben-
nett’s and Jinbo Bi’s ([1]) website. It has 27 observations and 714
variables. We read two files: caco nam.dat and caco.dat with the
714 variable names and all the data.

/* Caco: nobs= 27, nvar= 714 (Bi & Bennett) */
fo10 = " %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s %16s";
form = fo10;
for (j = 2; j <= 71; j++) form = strcat(form,fo10);
fo4 = " %16s %16s %16s %16s";
form = strcat(form,fo4);

fid = fopen("..\\tdata\\caco_nam.txt","r");
/* sscanf() is faster when nr and nc are specified: */
c_nam = fscanf(fid,form,.,1);
/* print c_nam; */

/*--- read data: 715 cols, first column is obs number ---*/
fid = fopen("..\\tdata\\caco.dat","r");
form = fo1 = " %g %g %g %g %g %g %g %g %g %g";
for (j = 2; j <= 71; j++) form = strcat(form,fo1);
fo5 = " %g %g %g %g %g";
form = strcat(form,fo5);
c_dat = fscanf(fid,form,27,.);
nr = nrow(c_dat); nc = ncol(c_dat);
print "Observations of c_dat.dat:",nr;
print "Columns of c_dat.dat:",nc;
cdat = c_dat[,2:715]; /* cut out col 1 */
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Using the median of the response as cutoff value we create a binary
response appropriate for our classification problem:

sopt = [ "ari" "std" "med" ];
mom = univar(cdat,sopt);
/* print mom; */
cutof = mom[3,714];
y = cdat[,714]; y = y .< cutof; cdat[,714] = y;

We now have 14 observation with zero and 13 observations with unity
response. By specifying delt=2 we perform an inner grid search of
the method specific parameter δ for the points δ = .001, .01, 1., 10.,100.
Unfortunately this is saver for obtaining a convergence region. This
executes the algorithm without line search:

/* L1FS: without line search */
modl = "714 = 1 : 713";
class = 714;
optn = [ "print" 2 ,

"pplan" ,
"meth" "l1fs" ,
"delt" 2 ,
"kern" "line" ];

alfa = svm(cdat,modl,optn,class);

Using the lines option we execute the algorithm with Armijo line
search:

/* L1FS: with line search */
modl = "714 = 1 : 713";
class = 714;
optn = [ "print" 2 ,

"pplan" ,
"meth" "l1fs" ,
"delt" 2 ,
"lines" ,
"kern" "line" ];

alfa = svm(cdat,modl,optn,class);

For more examples see tsvm8.inp.

6. SVM Regression: MYSVM Data

(a) SVM Regression: FQP with QUAD
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#include "mysvm.dat"
nobs = nrow(data);
x = data[.,1:11]; y = data[,12];
/* print nobs,y; */

modl = "12 = 1 : 11";
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. 1.e3 1.e4 ];
optn = [ "print" 3,

"popt" 1,
"ppred" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "fqp",
"kern" "line",
"loss" "quadr" ];

alfa = svm(data,modl,optn);

(b) SVM Regression: DQP with QUAD
#include "mysvm.dat"

modl = "12 = 1 : 11";
cup = [ 1. 10. 100. 1.e3 1.e4 ];
optn = [ "print" 3,

"ppred" ,
"c" "cup",
"meth" "dqp",
"kern" "line",
"loss" "quadr" ];

alfa = svm(data,modl,optn);

7. Some Useful Modules
(a) CMAT Formulation of LAGR Algorithm

data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
x = data[,2:14]; y = data[,1];
m = nrow(x); n = ncol(x); np = n+1;
nu = 1.; rnu = 1. / nu; alf = 1.9 / nu;
D = diag(y);
A = x -> cons(m,1,-1.);
H = D * A; HH = H * H‘; /* HH is a BIG m by m matrix */
Q = H‘ * H + cons(np,np,rnu,’d’);
/* print "Starting Q=", Q; */
S = H * inv(Q);
/* print "Starting S=", S; */
u = nu * (1. - S * H‘ * cons(m,1,1.));
/* print "Starting u:", u; */
ou = u + 1.;
it = 0; itmax = 50; tol = 1.e-6;
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while (it < itmax) {
res = norm(ou - u,"inf");
print "Iteration", it, " Residual=", res;
if (res < tol) break;
w = (rnu - alf) * u + HH * u - 1.;
w = .5 * (abs(w) + w);
z = 1. + w; ou = u;
u = nu * (z - S * H‘ * z);
it++;

}
w = x‘ * D * u; v = D * u; gamma = -v[+];
print "LAGR: gamma=", gamma;
print "LAGR solution w=", w;

(b) CMAT Formulation of PSVM (PROX) Algorithm
function psvm(A,D,nu) {
m = nrow(A); n = ncol(A); np = n + 1;
e = cons(m,1,-1.);
H = D * [ A e ]; r = H[+,]‘;
rnu = 1. / nu;
Q = H‘ * H + cons(np,np,rnu,’d’);
x = Q \ r;
u = nu * (1. - H * x); s = D * u;
w = A‘ * s; gamma = -s[+];
return(w,gamma);

}

data = rspfile("heart_scale.dat");
modl = "1 = 2 : 14";
class = 1;

x = data[,2:14]; y = data[,1];
d = diag(y); nu = 1.;
< w,gamma > = psvm(x,d,nu);
print "PSVM Results: w=", w;
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5 New Developments

5.1 The rccount() Function

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(a<,val<,rel>>)

Purpose: The function rccount() counts the number of occurences of one
specified value in rows and columns of a matrix. (The function may be
extended to tensors later.) The first argument, a specifies the name of
a vector or matrix object, the second argument val specifies the scalar
numeric or text value that should be looked for and which is being counted.
There is an optional third argument rel, specifying a relationship between
the object values and the value val. By default this relationship is rel = 0,
which means equality, i.e. all object entries with value equal to val are
replaced by the value new. The following relationships are possible:

rel Replace all entries with
0 values == val

-1 values <= val
1 values >= val

-2 values < val
2 values > val

Input: a The first argument is a vector or matrix a of which some of its entries
should be counted.

val The second argument specifies the numeric or string value which is
looked for in a and is counted. The optional argument defaults to 0.

rel The third argument specifies one of the comparison relationships =,
≤, ≥, <, or >, see table above. The optional argument defaults to
equality.

Output: The function returns two vectors:

1. nrow: the number of occurences of val in the rows of a.

2. nrow: the number of occurences of val in the columns of a.

Restrictions: 1. The (optional) third input argument must be an integer
scalar with values -2, -1, 0, 1 or 2.

Relationships: replace()

Examples: 1. Count zeros in identity matrix:

id = ide(10);
< nrow,ncol > = rccount(id,0,0);
print "nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;
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nrow=
COL | 1

------------
1 | 9
2 | 9
3 | 9
4 | 9
5 | 9
6 | 9
7 | 9
8 | 9
9 | 9

10 | 9

ncol=
R | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

---------------------------------------------
1 | 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

2. Count missing values:
a = [ 1 2 2 3,

. 4 4 5,
3 . . 4 ];

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(a,.);
print "nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;

nrow=
COL | 1

-----------
1 | 0
2 | 1
3 | 2

ncol=
R | 1 2 3 4

--------------------
1 | 1 1 1 0

3. Count values geq 3:
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a = [ 1 2 2 3,
. 4 4 5,
3 . . 4 ];

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(a,3,1);
print "nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;

nrow=
COL | 1

-----------
1 | 1
2 | 3
3 | 2

ncol=
R | 1 2 3 4

--------------------
1 | 1 1 1 3

4. Illustrating single and multiple replacement on data from assoc()
function:

ass0=[" lumber hammer nails , lumber hammer nails , lumber hammer 0 ,
lumber hammer 0 , lumber 0 nails , lumber 0 nails ,
lumber 0 nails , lumber 0 nails , lumber 0 nails ,
lumber 0 nails , 0 hammer nails , 0 hammer nails ,
0 hammer nails , 0 hammer nails , 0 hammer nails ,
0 hammer nails , 0 hammer nails , 0 hammer nails ,
0 hammer 0 , 0 hammer 0 , 0 hammer 0 ,
0 hammer 0 , 0 hammer 0 , 0 hammer 0 ,
0 hammer 0 , 0 hammer 0 , 0 0 nails ,
0 0 nails , 0 0 nails , 0 0 nails ,
0 0 nails , 0 0 nails , 0 0 nails ,
0 0 nails , 0 0 nails , 0 0 nails ,
0 0 nails , 0 0 nails , 0 0 nails ,
0 0 nails "];

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(ass0,"lumber");
print "Lumber: nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;

ncol=
R | 1 2 3

-------------------
1 | 40 20 10

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(ass0,"hammer");
print "Hammer: nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;

ncol=
R | 1 2 3
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-------------------
1 | 30 40 10

< nrow,ncol > = rccount(ass0,"nails");
print "Nails: nrow=", nrow," ncol=", ncol;

ncol=
R | 1 2 3

-------------------
1 | 30 20 40

5.2 The sound() Function

r = sound(ifreq<,octav<,durat>>)

Purpose: Playing a sound of a specific frequency and duration at the comput-
ers speakers.

Input: ifreq The first input argument must be an integer scalar or a n vector of
integers in [0, 12] which is the index of the frequency in the following
table corresponding to octav=6. For lower octaves the frequencies
are step by step divided by 2, for higher octaves the are multiplied
by 2. A value of 0 specifies a quiet period.
ifreq Frequency Sound

0 0 quiet
1 1046.502 C
2 1108.731 C# / Db
3 1174.659 D
4 1244.508 D# / Eb
5 1318.510 E
6 1396.913 F
7 1479.978 F# / Gb
8 1567.082 G
9 1661.219 G# / Ab

10 1760.000 A
11 1864.655 A# / Bb
12 1975.533 B

octav The second input argument must be an integer scalar or a n vector
of integers in [0, 10] specifying the octave where ”octav” = 6 is the
default.

durat The third input argument must be a nonnegative integer specifying
the duration in milliseconds where ”durat” = 200 = 1/5sec is the
default.
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Output: Playing a sound at the computers speakers.

Restrictions: 1. If one of the three input arguments specifies a n vector of
integers, the other arguments may be scalars or vectors of the same
length n.

2. The first input argument freq cannot be missing.

Relationships:

Example: /* freq[0]=0: no sound, quietness */
del = 500;
for (ioct = 8; ioct >= 0; ioct--) {

freq = cons(24,1);
for (j = k = 1; j <= 12; j++) {
freq[k++] = j; freq[k++] = 0;

}
sound(freq,ioct,del);

}
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6 Illustrations

6.1 Comparing Computer Time for lp() Algorithms

CMAT is compiled with MS Visual C/C++ in Release mode (and the Fortran
code with Intel Parallel Studio) on a DELL Precision T1650.
The ”CON” column in the following table refers to the LPasL1 algorithm
by Madsen, Nielsen, & Pinar (1996). Whereas CLP and PCX where always
run without output, the more volatile and still not completely bugfree code
of ”CON” (LPasL1) was run with the output of the iteration history in the
...lst file. In addition, ”CON” was run with a more time consuming prepro-
cessor option checking the linear equality constraints for linear dependencies.
That means, the computer time of ”CON” can still be improved whenever the
code is completely bugfree.
A missing value (dot) for ”CON” indicates that the algorithm does not converge
within of 3000 iterations, usually due to the oscillating property based on the
implementation bug. A missing value for ”LPS” usually indicates that the
(dense) LPsolve method requires too much memory.
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The following table shows the execution time in seconds for the Netlib LP
examples:

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CON LPS PCX
25fv47 1571 821 11127 37.378 0.5300 0.1250

80bau3b 9799 2262 29063 . 4.5390 .
AFIRO 32 27 88 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

AFTST1 32 25 . 0.0150 . 0.0000
AFTST2 32 25 . 0.0000 . 0.0000

AGG 163 489 2541 . 0.0160 0.0310
AGG2 302 516 4515 . 0.0470 0.0310
AGG3 302 516 4531 . 0.0470 0.0470

BANDM 472 305 2659 0.4370 0.0470 0.0160
BEACONFD 262 173 3476 . 0.0310 0.0000

BLEND 83 74 521 0.0150 0.0000 0.0000
BNL1 1175 643 1175 13.8840 0.1560 0.320
BNL2 3489 2324 16124 . 3.0570 2.6050

BOEING1 384 351 3865 . 0.0780 .
BOEING2 143 166 1339 0.0620 0.0150 0.0000
BRANDY 249 220 2150 . 0.0310 0.0000

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CLPprim CLPdual
25fv47 1571 821 11127 0.2970 0.2960

80bau3b 9799 2262 29063 1.6070 1.5910
AFIRO 32 27 88 0.0000 0.0160

AFTST1 32 25 83 0.0000 0.0000
AFTST2 32 25 83 0.0000 0.0000

AGG 163 489 2541 0.0160 0.0310
AGG2 302 516 4515 0.0310 0.0310
AGG3 302 516 4531 0.0310 0.0150

BANDM 472 305 2659 0.0310 0.0150
BEACONFD 262 173 3476 0.0160 0.0160

BLEND 83 74 521 0.0160 0.0000
BNL1 1175 643 1175 0.1100 0.0930
BNL2 3489 2324 16124 2.6990 2.5740

BOEING1 384 351 3865 0.0150 0.0320
BOEING2 143 166 1339 0.0160 0.0160
BRANDY 249 220 2150 0.0160 0.0150
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Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CON LPS PCX
CYCLE 2857 1903 21322 . . .
D2Q06C 5167 2171 35674 . 4.6330 .

D6CUBE 6184 415 43888 . 0.7170 0.0940
DEGEN2 534 444 4449 . 0.1250 .
DEGEN3 1818 1503 26230 . . 0.5460
DFL001 12230 6071 41873 . . .

ETAMACRO 688 400 2489 2.3560 0.0780 0.3120
FINNIS 614 497 2714 1.8720 0.0930 0.0620
FIT1D 1026 24 14430 0.0620 0.1870 0.0470
FIT1P 1677 627 10894 . 0.2030 0.0310
FIT2D 10500 25 138018 4.0560 17.8150 0.3740
FIT2P 13525 3000 60784 . . 0.3430

FORPLAN 421 161 4916 . 0.0630 0.0150
GANGES 1681 1309 70212 25.7550 0.5150 0.3280

GFRD PNC 1092 616 3467 4.3210 0.1250 .
GROW7 301 140 2633 0.0160 0.0310 0.0160

GROW15 645 300 20 0.0930 0.0780 0.0310
GROW22 946 440 8318 0.2180 0.1560 0.0310

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CLPprim CLPdual
CYCLE 2857 1903 21322 0.6390 0.5930
D2Q06C 5167 2171 35674 2.9010 2.7770

D6CUBE 6184 415 43888 1.5440 0.4210
DEGEN2 534 444 4449 0.0780 0.0470
DEGEN3 1818 1503 26230 0.8110 0.6860
DFL001 12230 6071 41873 29.2970 24.6010

ETAMACRO 688 400 2489 0.0310 0.0310
FINNIS 614 497 2714 0.0630 0.0630
FIT1D 1026 24 14430 0.0940 0.0620
FIT1P 1677 627 10894 0.0930 0.0940
FIT2D 10500 25 138018 3.9620 1.4190
FIT2P 13525 3000 60784 2.1220 2.8700

FORPLAN 421 161 4916 0.0310 0.0160
GANGES 1681 1309 70212 0.3270 0.3280

GFRD PNC 1092 616 3467 0.0620 0.0630
GROW7 301 140 2633 0.0150 0.0160

GROW15 645 300 20 0.0470 0.0470
GROW22 946 440 8318 0.0930 0.0780
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Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CON LPS PCX
ISRAEL 142 175 2358 . 0.0150 0.0320
MAROS 1443 847 10006 . 0.3580 0.0780

MAROS-R7 9408 3137 151120 . . .
MODSZK1 1620 688 4158 . . .

NESM 2923 663 13988 . 1.2010 10.6240
PEROLD 1376 626 6026 . . 20.0460

PILOT 3652 1442 43220 . . 0.8430
PILOT4 1000 411 5145 . . 5.6780

PILOT87 4883 2031 73804 . . 977.3010
PILOTNOV 2172 976 13129 . 0.4210 0.1250

RECIPE 180 92 752 0.0000 0.0160 0.0000

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CLPprim CLPdual
ISRAEL 142 175 2358 0.0150 0.0160
MAROS 1443 847 10006 0.1250 0.1250

MAROS-R7 9408 3137 151120 15.8960 15.6780
MODSZK1 1620 688 4158 0.2810 0.2500

NESM 2923 663 13988 0.2650 0.2650
PEROLD 1376 626 6026 0.1560 0.1560

PILOT 3652 1442 43220 2.4020 1.9030
PILOT4 1000 411 5145 0.0780 0.0780

PILOT87 4883 2031 73804 5.9430 6.4430
PILOTNOV 2172 976 13129 0.2650 0.6080

RECIPE 180 92 752 0.0150 0.0000
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Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CON LPS PCX
SC50A 48 51 131 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SC50B 48 51 119 0.0150 0.0000 0.0000
SC105 103 106 281 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SC205 206 203 552 0.0160 0.0150 0.0000

SCAGR7 140 130 553 0.0000 0.0160 0.0000
SCAGR25 500 472 2029 0.2650 0.0630 0.0000
SCFXM1 457 331 2612 0.3900 0.0470 0.0160
SCFXM2 914 661 5229 3.6510 0.1400 0.0470
SCFXM3 1371 991 7846 . 0.2960 0.0780

SCORPION 358 389 1708 . 0.0310 .
SCRS8 1169 491 4029 1.9660 0.1090 0.0780
SCSD1 760 78 3148 0.0320 0.0150 0.0160
SCSD6 1350 148 5666 . 0.0470 0.0310
SCSD8 2750 398 11334 1.9340 0.2810 0.1400

SCTAP1 480 301 2052 0.6710 0.0310 0.0160
SCTAP2 1880 1091 8124 54.0230 0.5460 0.4530
SCTAP3 2480 1481 10734 234.8270 2.1220 1.9500

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CLPprim CLPdual
SC50A 48 51 131 0.0160 0.0000
SC50B 48 51 119 0.0000 0.0000
SC105 103 106 281 0.0000 0.0000
SC205 206 203 552 0.0160 0.0150

SCAGR7 140 130 553 0.0160 0.0000
SCAGR25 500 472 2029 0.0320 0.0150
SCFXM1 457 331 2612 0.0150 0.0320
SCFXM2 914 661 5229 0.0620 0.0630
SCFXM3 1371 991 7846 0.1410 0.1240

SCORPION 358 389 1708 0.0150 0.0160
SCRS8 1169 491 4029 0.0780 0.0780
SCSD1 760 78 3148 0.0150 0.0160
SCSD6 1350 148 5666 0.0310 0.0470
SCSD8 2750 398 11334 0.2340 0.2030

SCTAP1 480 301 2052 0.0150 0.0310
SCTAP2 1880 1091 8124 0.4680 0.4680
SCTAP3 2480 1481 10734 1.9970 1.9810
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Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CON LPS PCX
SEBA 1028 516 4874 1.7630 0.0780 0.0930

SHARE1B 225 118 1182 . 0.0310 0.0000
SHARE2B 79 97 730 0.0150 0.0160 0.0000

SHELL 1775 537 4900 . 0.1250 .
SHIP04L 2118 403 8450 0.5930 0.1560 0.0780
SHIP04S 1458 403 5810 0.2180 0.0940 0.0310
SHIP08L 4283 779 17085 2.5270 0.7960 0.5610
SHIP08S 2387 779 9501 0.4680 0.1720 0.0780
SHIP12L 5427 1152 21597 5.0230 1.3880 1.0610
SHIP12S 2763 1152 10941 0.5770 0.2180 .
SIERRA 2036 1228 9252 . 0.6400 .

STAIR 467 357 3857 0.5150 . 0.0310
STANDATA 1075 360 3038 0.4680 0.0630 0.0150
STANDGUB 1184 362 3147 0.4520 0.0620 0.0160
STANDMPS 1075 468 3686 . 0.0780 0.0320
STOCFOR1 111 118 474 0.0000 0.0150 0.0000
STOCFOR2 2031 2158 9492 . 1.6220 1.2640

TUFF 587 334 4523 0.7800 . 0.0310
WOOD1P 2594 245 70216 . 0.4210 .
WOODW 8405 1099 37478 . 1.4970 0.3440

Name Nvar Ncon Nonz CLPprim CLPdual
SEBA 1028 516 4874 0.0320 0.0310

SHARE1B 225 118 1182 0.0000 0.0150
SHARE2B 79 97 730 0.0150 0.0000

SHELL 1775 537 4900 0.0630 0.0620
SHIP04L 2118 403 8450 0.1090 0.1250
SHIP04S 1458 403 5810 0.0470 0.0620
SHIP08L 4283 779 17085 0.6400 0.6390
SHIP08S 2387 779 9501 0.1100 0.1090
SHIP12L 5427 1152 21597 1.1860 1.1700
SHIP12S 2763 1152 10941 0.1560 0.1410
SIERRA 2036 1228 9252 0.3900 0.4060

STAIR 467 357 3857 0.0470 0.0310
STANDATA 1075 360 3038 0.0160 0.0160
STANDGUB 1184 362 3147 0.0150 0.0150
STANDMPS 1075 468 3686 0.0460 0.0470
STOCFOR1 111 118 474 0.0160 0.0000
STOCFOR2 2031 2158 9492 1.2940 1.2800

TUFF 587 334 4523 0.0310 0.0160
WOOD1P 2594 245 70216 0.4050 0.3750
WOODW 8405 1099 37478 0.6860 0.6710
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